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I. INTRQBUCTION

Tha fundamental relationship from which stebility eveluations can

be obtainsd have long been well established. The msthematioal

expression from which stsbility is determlned are relatively siple

in themselves, even for complex networks involving several machines.

However, the direct solution of the simultaeous equations involved

cannot be easily accomplishsd es it becomes quite tedious and

lahorious. Although the method of symetrical components, in the casa

of unbalanced faults, provides e more Eoasible solution, the sont of

work sd the possibility of making errors, especially when deeling

with s multi·machine system, are sometimes discouraging. üifieront

celculations for different system conditions is required ad much time

is open: for the reduction ot the network. Present day techniquea„

using machine methods, cute the amount of work and time considerably

and system conditions can be simulated and ohserved with direct

msssuremauts .

Tha earliest typo of th natwork computing devices were mostly a

miniature network of a existing power system. These era sceleddown

vereine of the actual power syste simulated, repreaenting the most

important features which are considered significsnt ad indispensable.

One of the earliest devices was a d.c. calculating board and was used

for short circuit studies. Retined versions of this kind of anelyeer



are in uid use today. Later, alternating current was employed, and

led to the necessity of representing phase agle differencea beteen

synchronous machines for load flow and stabillty studies. These were

3·phase ministure systems, having the same frequency es the actual

syste with rotating machines of appreciahls size, capacity and

voltage. They were not wall adapted, however, primarily because of

their cost and their instebility when a multi—machine systm is

represented. Also difficulty erises due to the fact that normal relat1en~

ship of stability cannot be retained, es the model scale is quite

reduced. 1)

By the introduction of the method of synnetricel components, 3—phase

systems ca be studied merely from a single phase analysis. Following

this principle, single phase a.c. network analysere were developed

and analysers were provided with variable circuit elements so that a

study of differet system could be performed on the same analyser. An

example of this kind o; snalyaer is the M.I.T. Network Analyzer, employ·

ing static phase shitting transformers to represent generating stations,

thereby elimineting the difflculties associated with rotating

machines. 1) Higher frsquencies were employed, thereby reducing the

eine of the analyser elements. An advantage of using static phase

shifting evices to repreeent geerators is that static staoility can

be studies even beyond the steady state stability limat of the system.

Further improvement of the network snalysar, primarlly to fulfil

the possible aalgsation of the thniques and apperatue common to

electronic and radio engineering led to the evolopment of a complete
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electronic instrument. 27 Investlgatlons ehowed that the use of 10

K6 frequency is sdvatagsous. Improved performances of the network

elemente as ccmpared to that of conventlonal equlpments, end appreciable

redctlon in cost and eine, result in the wide use of this kind of

analyse: ncwadays.

For hadling problems which are too conpliceted to gustify long-

had computatlnp but too small to écstlfy time on large network

anslysers, mlnieturlzed network enslyzers which are eceled down versions

of the former are available at present. 3) It ie the purpose of this

research to investigete the applicebillty ci the 6.8. Hlnietcr1zed.A.C.

Network Analyzer for system studies, with special regard to stability

probleme.
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II. THE INVESTIGAIION

A. Power Syetem Stability Studies an the Network Analyzer

Power Syßtdm stability which may bc öefiued es„ that property of

e peer system which iusuree that it will remain in operating

equilibrium through normal ed ebnormal condtticue, 4) ie cue of the

mnt Lmportet phnuomena eucuunterad in power system opereticns.

Under steble operation the angela: poeitian of the various machine-

rotore, stay prectically within e certaxn eagle relative to each ethz:.

Duxing trauten: disturbaees. h¤w•v¤r„ these rctots may swing apart

and the system becomes unstable. Tha swing curve, which charectertzss

te enguler position of e machine rote: with respect to time under

trennten: conditions, ia the most used date to determine whether or not

the machine will remain in equilibrium with the system.

IE all machines (in many cases only syuchroneus machines need be

considered) in a system under e certain type of ttaueient disturbence

have the tedeucy to swing together, the system in cunniered stable

fo: the particular conditicn.

An importat criterion in the determiuetiuu ef the etebility of

a ayste 16: A aystaa is cueidered :0 be in stable operation when

the ayste ie stable during ce first swing of the meehiuee, fallowing

e treneient condition, including those with the langes: period. In

most ceeea this ie true, es the system wiii more likely be stable

during subsequeut awxuge it stebility is maintained during the first

swing .
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Lenghad celculetion in evelueting the swing curves of the various

machines ia very laborious, especially when e detailed analyeis is

reuired. By the aid of a network aalyzer, the time end work required

ia very much reduced. Network reduction, which is most time con~

suming will be unnecessary, es the actual aystn is exactly repreeented

on it. Were reduction is necessary? because of the limited available

network elements, equivalent networks can easily b obtained through

measureents and e little computation. Also initial phase glas cf

the machines in the system can directly bo obtainad after the system

cnditions such es voltages end load flows are reproduced on the

analyser.

Direct methods for obtaining swing curvea with the aid of a net·

work snalyeer end lnterconnected equipments have also been developed.

Different possible schnee are proposed, some of the most frequently

applied methda being used ef a necheical intagretor directly coupled

to the shaft of the analyse: generators, and the use of an analog

coputer. 5) However: all the proposed scheees up to now are

unconomicel, unless a large power system ls considered.

The miniaturiaed network enalyser, developed to handle comperatively

small power system probles, is obviously insequate for auch direct

determinations. Also technical coneideratione prevent the posihllity

of ndniaturiaed network analyser use within ay propsad schema

oentioeed. This does not, hoever, become e serious objection, es

swing curve evaluation can satlsfactorily he obtained by the point by

point ¤thod„



The General Electric Miniaturized
A.C. Network Analyzer

4*
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Before stability studies can be erformed on the G.I. Miniaturlsed

A.C. Network Analyzer, it will e necessary first to callbrets the

phase sngle dials, es auch lt not provided on it. Actually phase ang1•—

meters specially built for the analyse: are available, but because of

economical reason: was not purchased. For educational purposes, where

strict accurecy is not of mager concern„ it will be aufficiant to

callbrate the phase eagle dials dirctly, using several possible simple

mthods. Relative accurecy of the method of calibration should be co·

sidered, however and application tc stsblllty probleme can be used to

test the velidlty of auch calibratlon for the use of the anslyrsr

in stabillty studies.

B. Analysis of the G.E. Mlniaturieed A„C. Network Analyzer

Bealcally the G.B. Hiniaturieed Network Analyzer does not differ

very much from the large analysers. However, it has limltatina in the

scope of the probls which can be hadled and the size of the system

which can be repressnted. It technically differs in the type of

instrumentation and the units lt is composed cf.

A brief description of the analyse: will be included in this

section. Bor complete information The Hiniaturiaad Network Analyse:

Instruction Book should be conaulted. 3)

The functlonal blockdiagram of the aalyser is dscribed in

fig. 1. The diagram shows that the snalyser consiste baslcelly of

one 10 hc oscillator, supplying signals to four generator units. Bach

generator unit consdsts of a phase und amplitude control unit and an
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ampllfier in series. The megnitude of the voltage output ce be

adjuated with the voltege diele, and the phase eagle with the phase

eagle dials. all of them are mountad on the right of the front panel

of the analyser. Voltage adjuatment can be controlled by meter readings,

but phase eagle adgustmeat can originally not directly be controlled.

This requires a phase eagle meter er calibretlon of the phase eagle

diels. Phase egle control ia provided in four 9ü degree steps. In

studies of power system operation, the voltage magnitud adjustmeat

eimletee adgustment of the excitation of the repreeented machine.

while the phase eagle edgustment simulates the adgustment of the governor

of the prim over.

Seventy·oe elements, variable in megnitude, are available. Table

I lists the various klnds of network elements. Adjustment of these

elements is obtained hy means of disls and switches on the front of

nach individual unit. All line and load units (except high impedance

load units), may be set up es series or parallel LR clrcuits. The most

convenient configuration of the load is a parallel LR circuit arrange-

ment. since this allows independent adgustmeat of watt end var flow.

The setting of the elemets ie obtained through wett end var measure-

ments er voltege end currentmeasurements.All

quatities on the network analyzer are given in per unit.

Contrery to the large network aelyzers, the enalyaer ls not

provided with n.«line units und mntual trensforner units. For the

simulation ef a 1x—circuit line 12 variable capacitor units. which can
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Table I. Network Units of the Miniaturized Network Analyzer

Unit Number per Analyzer

Gneretor units 6

Husa units 15

Line units 30

Cepeitor units 12

Aoco trensformer units 6

Load anita 10

Reference units 1
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be connected at both ends of e line unit exe available. As the

anelyzer ls prlmerily intended for solvlng medium and small size peer

2 system problems, therefore with relstively short trsnsmissio lines,

in most cases te efäect of cepecitance on the line is dieregerded.

Also, neglectlng nero sequence mutuel lmpedence in thin case does not

show any epprecleble effect. However, where nutuel coupllng has to

be considered, e equlvelet network can be set up. 9)

OE meet lmportece ie the neterlng instrument. This is a specielly

built dynemometer~type wettmeter, end can functin either es s volt·,

eme, wett-, or ver·meter. The esllbratlon of the scelee ere given in

per unit. Being meter switchee, the deslred quentlties can be

measured on the meter. A dlrectionsl switch will lndicete the direction

of the reel and reective power flew. Only scale: quentlties sen

directly be measures ed the mltßt lead: een be pluggsd into eny eslred

point on the network setup. Rectengnler and polar form of voltege end

current can be obtalned lndlrectly, by messurements end eelculetlons.

To keep coupling between circults to a minime, e low voltage of

10 volts is eployed with e bene lmpedence of 1000 ohmn. The resulting

base current le 10 ma.

At 10 hc the proble of cepecltive conpling between circults end

shunt led sepecitles can be eevere, ee complete shielding is

lmpreetlcel. The Minleturised Network Analyzer, due to its compect·

nass, hen short interconnectlng leede and therefore, ehunt lead

cepeitlee ers negligibly small.
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Under the propoaed method of calibrating phase sngle dials, no

strictly accurate result could be expected. However, steblllty

determlnation can be accomllshed wlth satisfactory results. For more

tccutlte results, ss may be required in commercial use of the analyser,

lt is advisable that phase eagle meters be employed.

In general, analysis of power system problems with the sid of

the analyser ie quite tlmesaving. The speed in obtalnlng the necessary

data also depeads upon the correcness of system representstion, as

impropsr programming will certainly yield wrong results. Therefore a

careful preparation of the problem to be studied ls necessary, and by

the aid ot the network diagrems any error can easily be detected.

Also a good understanding of the theory of the problem itself is

required.

Another advantage of the Hiniaturizad Network Analyzer is that the

snslyser slemnts are all sat in a compact unit and all sdgustment can

be performed easily within the vicinity of the metering instrument, so

that when occasion arises th salyaer may be conveniently operated

by one operator.

C. Tha Calibration of Phase Angle Dials

Three simple methods of calibrating the phase eagle dlsls of the

snalyser are considered. Conatructlo of a phase eagle meter will

definitely require amplifiers, as instrument burden on the network

should be limited to a desirable minimum so as not to alter the reprssented

network conditions. This cartainly will increase ths cost of auch a

meter considerebly.
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As th network analyse: under investigation will be primarily

used for educational purposes, the aocuracy in phase eagle adjustment

is not very striagent. As has been mentioned. for more accurate

result auch ss solution of problems for conmercial purposes, s phase

eagle meter will be required.

Although extreme accuracy is not required, relative acuracy of

the methods of calibration should be considered, and the methods with

better results should be followed.

To test the validity of the method followed, inveatigation is made

by comparing the result obtaiaed through conventional computation with

that through the analyser aid of a simple stability problem.

l. The Lisgeggus Figgre ethgg

Referring to the block diagram of the analyse: clrcuitry and

particulerly the generator circuit diagram, it is apparent that by

proper connection to a high frequency oscilloscope, the phase shift

between the generator input and output voltages can be determinad by

means of the usual Lissajous figure method (fig. 2 a, b).

It was found that with the phase eagle dial in its minimum counter~

clockwise position, s phase eagle shift between the input ad output

voltsges already exists. This phase eagle shift differs from one

generator to another. This can be easily understood from the fact that

even without any external load to the generator, the phase shift ed

amplitude control unit and the amplifier behavea as a burden on the

oscillator or power source. The circuitry of the geerator is so
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Fiq• 2a. Lissajous figure of the
generator input and output vol-
tages with the phase angle dial
set at minimum counterclockwise
position•

Fig,2b„ Lissajous figure of the
generator input and output vol-
tages with the phase angle dial
set at 90 degrees,
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designed es co limit the ¤¤1oad curt¤nt„ which is cmarable to the

mngnntizing current of a static phase shifcing tr¤¤sform¤r und :h¤r•·

fora limits the iuharant nngulnr phase shift.

For practical rsssona, Lt was decided co consider the minimum

councerclockwxsa position of aha phase eagle dial af 3•tac¤: one

es reference zero eagle, sa cha: am infiuice bus: cam ba simulutad

by leaving the phase eagle dial of chat generator at chic position.

when using che Lisusjous figure method, this means that sffozt

should be cakan co alimtuate chin internal pha•• shift or the •ng1•

reading au each positio ahoald have subcraccad this aounc. This will

Lncroduca mors crrara und hnnce in uudasixable. An examla ot chin

alimiuatiou xs to place a variable c¤·s¢usar across che input terminal:

of che oecilloscopa.

Reading error is more apprsciabla, first b•cau•• the linaazicy of

che oscilloscopa figure Ls limxced cu a small area around cha center

of che screen, :h¤rafor• pravencing ccurnta reading end second the

wave form though not quite ohvious is uousinuscidnl (fig. 3).

Also sasicivtcy of reading has to ba taknu into account, because

wich small varxacio of che phase eagle dial, hnrdly any change n cha

Lissagous figure is obsnrved.

2. ggg wsgg ßtsglnnemnuc Hchog

By moaus uf a high frequency cscilloscopa, wave form of generator

volcagea can ba ohtained easily. A phase shift cf cha voltage will
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Fig. 3. Waveform of the generator
output voltage•

Fig. 4, 90 degrees displacemant
between the output and input
voltages of a generator.
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merely shift the weveform on the screen horizoutelly to the left or te

the right oepending upon whether Lt is a phase iucramnut or decrement

(fig. 4). The internal phase shift between the generator input end

output voltagee cam then be easily elimineted by shitting the

horizontal position of the image on the screen.

In thla experiment e Tektronix Oscilloscope wen used.

The generator input voltege Ls plugged into th trtgger input

termlnele of the oecilloscope, while the generator output voltege le

applied to the vertical input termiuale of the oecilloacope. To etermine

the phase shift of the generator zntroduced by edguetmets of the pheee

eagle dlel, it is merely necessary to determine the shift of the iuter·

sectio between the weveform image und the horizontal exls, when

eubsequentlyzhe input and output volteges of the generator are applieé.

This is because each horizutel division of the screen repreeeuts e

certain engl:. This method still has the disedvantege of preeeuting

epprecieble reeéiug error, due to the small scale of the screen. It

Ls better then the Lieeejvus figure method because, ee hen bee entiened,

internal phase shift can directly be eliminated.

3. The Power Transfer Method

ßepeuding upon the sccurecy of tüe metering instrument of the

enelyzer, the pwer transfer between two generetore can be used to

determine the difference in phase eagle between them.
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As will be shown later, the power traefer between two synchrenous

machines_ neglecting reeistances, ie determined by:

P = ggg sim ä
X

where: P = power exchege between the two machines.

El = internal veltage of mahine no. l.

T; = internal voltage of machine no. 2.

Ö = phase angle difference between E1 and E2 which is

approximately equal to the eagle between the machine

roters.

X ¤ reactance between E1 end E2, including the internal

reatance of the machines.

IE the magnitudes of E1, E2 and X are adjusted er a value of

1.0 p.u., it is obvious that the power transfer between the two machines

ie:

P * ein Ö (p.u.)

Power reading in per unit 18 then equal to the eine ot the

angula: phase difference between the two machine voltagee.

It ie clear, that the eccurecy of this method of calibretion

depends upon the accuracy of the meterin; ’uetrument. However, reading

can be obtained more ccnvaniently because of the larger scale division

ae compared to the screen division of the cscillosccpe. Therefore,

reading error can be limited to a small value. It should also be
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remembered, that the assumption of a pure reaetace will introduce a

certain error, which will be investigated. As another advantage of

this method it can he mentloned that the meter is sensitive to small

uariatlons in the network.

In view of better measurements which can he aohieved hy this

method of ealibration, it was decided to apply this method in calibrating

the phase angla dials.

4. Qggibggtgon

Because the power transfer method dspends upon the correctnesa of

the meter indlcation, meterlng check out and linearity test is necessary.

The metering checkout procedure and the necessary requirements that

must be fulfillad, is described in Ref. 3, pp. IV·3 · IV·l0. The

chckout results agree with the necessary requirements. The purpose

of this checkout ie to dtermina whether or not the metering instrument

is "in phaee“.

The result of the metarlinssrity test is plottad in fig. 5.

As the scale is callhrated in per unit quantities, the indication

on the mater scale is indepedent of the actual values. Therefore, if

the indicatio of the mter is plotted against atual values and the

curve obtained ls a straight line, the meter is in proper operation.

According to the instruction book, mtar linearity test ls

accomplished, if e voltags linearity test gives satiafactory results.

In following the power transfer method for callbrating the phaaa

angle dials, lt ess found that different pairs of generstors result

i¤ üiff¢¥¤¤¢ scales. This ie a result of inneren: differencea end
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¤o¤~1i¤¤ar1tias cf th alactranic devices? amd has tc ba iuvastigataé

further. Tha idea was co calibraza the thraa ochar gcnaratnra against

ganaratar ao. 1. I: is expected chat all calibracion will agree with

auch other. In this mauuer, phase angla ealxbracicu was acaumpliahad

by setting the phase angla dial of gancrator no. 1 at its minimum cou¤t•r·

clockwisa posxczom, th: reference zero amgla of all ganrators, und

caiibratu the rest of cha gamcrstors against Lt. Ac a predntarmined

phase angla Ä , the eine of that angla wan calculaced und cha phase

sugle dial of cha generator being calibrated was shiftad until cha power

reading indicaced a paar transfer in per uni: equal zueinS.

Error Ingroducad bg che Asgugggion of a Pure R••cg¤¤c¤ Igggdance

As para raacuanca can never ba obcainsd, a small error due co cha

existauca of raaistacu is iucroducad in cha calibracion of the phase

angla dial:. This error will bs mare appraciable, when cha impedaca

in haatcd due :0 cha flow uf current. Tha error introduced by thin

phanmnna will ba imvaacigacsd. In is necessary first to éarive the

aquauicn of pawar transfer between two sy¤¢hr¤o¤s mchinna, taking into

ncccunc the actual impadancc between cha two.

Ccnsidar A simple two·m•chine system couaisuing of uns generator

supplyiug its power to a motßt. The internal voltage of cha generator

in El„ the internal volzage of the mocc: is E2, while cha total

impedanca between cha two internal volcagas, consistiug th impdacas

of bach machines and the 1iua,i• Z.
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The follmairagp oqnations will than ba obtained:

E1 : +
’• E1 ·· E2

_ E
E'? = RaE

If wa lot E2 E äglc

E1 = E1 E3
E Z 2 L G

r E1 E5 ~ Ezm)
Z ZP

— 2 4- 6 - 6 -5.. R g 4-

Z Z

Ezcosé? EE cos(-9-Ä)P = -.3,....-.„.-..-.... , .-LA.-..--,-.„-,„...... 1)
Z Z

If reaiacance sie negligible, 9 E 90° and Z = X, and obviously the

power transfer is:

FP =•·•·••·-ey93:.128X

This was the assumptlon made in calibrating the phase anglo diala.

It LB clear that. cha validity of this aaaumption depends upon how much

Z deviates from lu equality to X.
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Table II

4 gdegraasz Qdagrees) Q;}
0.000 0 0 0.000
0.007 5 S 0.000

0.173 10 10 0.000

0.259 15 15 0.000

0.342 20 20 0.000

0.423 25 25 0.000
0.500 30 29.97 0.100

0.574 35 34.93 0.057

0.643 40 39.95 0.125
0.707 45 64.88 0.267
0.766 50 49.85 0.300

0.317 55 54.80 0.364

0.366 60 59.77 0.384

0.906 65 64.60 0.620

0.940 M 69.54 0.661
0.966 75 74.26 0.997

0.935 30 78.82 1.500
0.996 85 32.60 2.900

1.000 FÜ 04.65 6.320
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Measurments show that for e rector set at 1.0 per unit the

components values are X = 0.990a per unit and R = 0.005 per unit for

which 0 = 89.?°. Substitutiag these values into eq. l) end reemberiag

that E1 end E; are set et 1.0 per unit we obtain:

P = 0.005 - cos (8§.7° + Ä )

¤ 0.005 + cos (00.3° · Ö ) 3)

Table II shows the discrepencies in phase eagle with the actual

values.

As can be seen, the largest discrepeacy LB st 90°, where the error

ls 6.32%. This, however, ce be evoided by varyiag the phase eagle

dial until the power transfer in maximum. At this point the phase

eagle difference between the two generator voltages, es can be seen

from eq. 3), is equal to 90.3°. IE this is followed the error

introduced is on1y··0.331..

6. Further Qgvesgggatigng

Two questions srises following the calibretion of the phase eagle

dialsz

l. why do different cobinstions of BWG geerators perform

different calibretioa?

2. will the cslibratad scalas hold true for every quedrsat?

Before any ettempt ls made to answer these questions, several

imortsnt generator charanteristics will be investigeted.
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e. Internal Phase Shift

The internal phase shift introduoad heteen the input and output

voltagee of s generator, differs from one to the other.

The wave diaplaceent method is used to determine these phase

shift end the folloing result is ohteined:

Generator no. l = l93.0°

Generator no. 2 = l94.4°

Geerator no. 3 = l94.4°

Generator no. 4 = l95.6° o

This is th internal phase shift with all quadrant selecta:

switch et the first quedrent position so with the phase eagle dial et

its minimum counterclockwiee position.

The main source of differances in internal phase shift is in the

amplifier, for which no possible aoguetment can be made. The internal

phase shift lntroduced by the phase shifter else is the sse for each

generator ans is equal to l24.4°.

However, the differences in internal phase shift is uüt quite

apprecieble, therefore is not eufficient to eswer the first question.

b. Output Voltage versus Load Current Characterletio

The led characteristic of generator no. 2 is platten in fig. 6.

Three kinds of lande are used, i.e. 1.0 p.E., 0.8 p.£. lead end 0.8

p.f. lag. The charaoteristic shows that es a result of the fedhack

emloyed in the generator, th veltage regulstion ie kept to very low

vaInes .
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c. Output Vcizsge versus Phase Angle Chnract•r1stic

?£g. 7 shcws the relation between che cutput vultage of ganaratar

nu. 2 versus aha phaa eagle accurdiug to cha calibracad scale. The

chnrnccazistic far 0.8 laggiug und 0.8 lnaäiuö p.f. load: coiucidn

with auch other.

d. No·1oad Output Voltage versus Phase Angle Charuccariacic

Tha n¤~1c•d ouupuzvnlcaga an a function ¤£ pha•• angla far zh

four genaracnrs is plcctad in fig. 8. Ic shows th: ••ch generator

performs appr•iab1a different ch•xaccart•tic•. Thin phnnomnua givs

a strenger zcasaniug for cha condition described ta thn first question.

The graph must bo incarpreted an f¤11¤ws:

For a given vulcaga, cha phase eagle as indicated on cha calibrnzad

ecalas diffar frcm ana generator to another. Hanse, for a givam

volcaga chavn exists s difference in phase ¤ng1•„ which vuries between

auch pair cf ganaraturs. These iuharsnc phase dittersncas, which arc

caused by cha ncnliuaaricy of cha aquipmants, are ao: cnnncaac. It is

salfavidenc aaa: these di££•:•nc¤s will continue co exist whu the

generator: arc loadad. In calibracing the phase angln dials che voltaßns

ot nach pair of generator: were held au 1.0 p.u., cha phase angle of one

genaratcr uns held at its mdnimum cou¤t¤tc1ockw1•• position, whiln th

phase angla dial of aus other generator was •h1£:•d und calibracad

according co cha power transfer reading. Accordiugly che mnntionad

phase diäfaxancas ars takem into sccomxt md arc iucluckd in Ru total

phase ahxtc betw¢•n che two generators.
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Since the inherent phase differenees are nat the same, it ia

new ebvless that different combinatisns of hws generaters will result

in different eelihrstfon. This answers the first question.

e. Acteal Phase Shift Intreduced by Phase Quadrat Selector

As has been mentiened, eagle reading is previded in 90° steps.

Measuremente shsw the follewing phase shift introduced by the

phase quadxant selector:

Genereter no. l 2 3 4

Phase quadrant selecta: peeitienz

lat quadrent 0.U° 0.0° 0.0° 0.0°

zur qnsdrant 625.6** ss.=2° ss.¢•° 66.2°

3rd quasrant l30.0° 18¤.0° l80.0° l80.ü°

am qnsnssc z:·a.6° 270„1° 2?l•h° 273.8°

The data shews that the anguler steps are not exactly 90°. In

stability studies this means that for regiens where_§§ ie small, the

ehtaineé calibrltianvülnmzwhuw any appreciable errer, since negliglble

pewer difference is lntroduced. Hanauer, lflää is larger the

devietion can be sufficiently large ad may lead into incorrect results.
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III. EXPKRIHENTS

To test the valldlty of the callbration established, two simple

etability problems will b solved by the aid of the analyse:. The

theory which ie behind the solution of these problea wlll be briefly

outlrlned in the next chapter.

Problgg gg. 1: A 25 uva 60 cycle water—whel generator dellvers

20 H over a double·clrcuit transmlssion line to a large metropolitan

syste which may be regarded es an lnfinite bus. The generator unit,

including the water wheel, has a klnetic energy of 2.76 H3. per Mrs at

normal epaed. The trenamuaslon circuit has negllglbla realetences.
Q

and each line has 6 reectance of 0.20 p.u. at 25 uva base. The volt·

age behind treslent reectance of the generator ls 1.03 p.u., and the

voltege of the metropolitan aystem la 1.00 p.u. As s result of

normal switchtug operation, one of the two parallel linea is opened.

Compute and plot the swing curve. ‘

ggggggggz The problem waa solved both by oonventional computation

end with analyse: assistance. The obtained results are plotted on

fig. 9 end a direct comarlson between the to results ca be analyaed.

The po1nt·by~point method ia followed ad a time icrament of Art ¥ 0.05

sec ls used. The eriod of oscillatin of the analyser avaluated

swing curve le sherter by 0.005 sec or 0.92 from that of the conventlonally

calculated curve. The biggest difference in phase eagle after 1 1/2
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cycle of oacillstio is about l° er 3.5%. These discrepsnciss are a

result of inaccurey in reading ef the phase egle, because the scale

is calibrated with 5° steps. The devistiens are within telerabla

limits and both swing curvea tends to have an increasing amplitude.

wa can cencluue, that es long es careful reading of the phase sngles

is parformed, satisäactory results will be obtainad. The analysar is

then applicable for evaluations ef swing curves.

Problem gg. 2: The second proble involves a thrs•·machine system

with interconnecting tie·1in•s between them ed leads emerging from

the busses. This problem is adapted from Ref. 6, pp. 89-109, so

that direct comparison with the calculsted result can be made. The

eyste outline is given in fig. 10 together with the necessary data,

all on a 100 uns base. Line end geerator resistances ars neglected.

A three phase short eircuit occura at point X, and it is dasired to

determine the stahility of the system, when clsaring of the faul: is

done in 0.40 sec.

Sogutgggz Tha analyse: evaluated as well es the calculated swing

curves are plotted en fig. ll. The celculsted result shows that the

system tor that particular clearing time is unstable, wheraas the

enalyzer evaluated swing curva shows that the system is stable. The

swing eurve of wieboldt and Murphy etations, both analyser evaluatsd

and calculated. agree with each other. But the calsulated swing curve

of Lunt station shows that the machine phase angle increases indeiinitely,
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while the analyzsr cvaluatad swing curva shsws that it swinga back

tanding zu restore scabilxcy of cha system.

Discussiggz Th calculatcd aalution was ubtninad by ueglacting

cha raaiacaacas und capncitnncas of cha system, so that oly para

reaccaucas ara involved. Thx: however? canoc ba raprasented on aha

analyzar, since a para raacunca can never ba developed ami cap¤cicauc•

thcugh quite small xs always present uichin the analyzer necwcrk.

These factors canö to szsbiliza the raprasantad system.

There Ls also another poasibilicy aha: error xs iucroducad by

assuming chat cha phase ungle scale is valid Eur avury quadrant. Tha

phase anglas of wiabaldc und Murphy suazios axtend up to the third

quaärauc, therefore che phase qusdxamc sslctor swttching iutraduca

two arrcrs, one üb each swicching. H¤wavaz„ aa phase agla iucramsuc

is comparativaly small fox these ganaratavs, the influence of eagle error

:0 the und result ia no: appraciabla. Tha phase ag1• of the Laut

gauracur o cha ochar hand axceuda up to the fcuzth quadranz, i¤:r¤·

duciug fcur errors dua to phase quadran: salncuor swicchtag. As phase

iacramaut fur chin generator is zelazivaly large, this phanamna

introduces mors errors.

Tu ga: better results, two pcincs may chan be taken into acsaantz

1. If uba phase angle iucramamt is large, at auch time of swiuchzng

cha phase qsadzsnt sa1•ctor„ a ccxraction eagle should ba

1¤t:¤ducad„ the value af which can be abtained from the list

in sactxnn Se of this chapter.
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2. Better results way be obtalnsd lf resistace la included.

In this esse the result will be auch mors in accordanca with

the actual syste. The calculated aolutien ebtslued by

negletig the resistance is s peselmistic solutleu end is

simsd te simplify the calculatisna. This la net necessary

when using the analyse:.

The results saw that with the callbrated phase eagle scalee,

the analyse: can he sdequately used for atability studies, and where

necessary corractions can ba applied.
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IV. CQPARISOH BETWEEN NETWORK ANALYZER AND CONVENTIUNALLY CALBULAIED
STABILITY KVALUATIONS

The conventional solution ot power system stsbllity is usually

obtained through simplifications. The result is therefore pessimlstlc.

In other words, the result may indlcate that a system under a

particular type of disturbanca and clearing is unstable„ whereas

because of the restoring effects which have been neglected in the

computation, the actual system ls stable. However, if th computed

result indlcetes stability it is evldent that the actual system is

stable. Therefore a safety factor, which ls a necessity in any

engineering design, is introduced by neglacting those effects of

secondary importance. Besides. simpliflcations are necessary; other-

wise computstion becomes quite extensive end the results obtained

through auch accurate computation may not yustify the time consumed.

Network aalyter evaluations on the other hand can be obtained through

a more detailed analysis, therefore, a less peesimlstic result ls

achieved. Also, e complete simpliflcatio, es can be made in

computatioal methods, canot correctly be simulated on the analyse:.

This obvlously ls no objactlon eine the simplifications lntroduce s

wide rage of safety factors.

The principal differences involved between the ctual conditions

and the conditios considered during stahllity evaluatlons should there-

fore be thoroughly understood.
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Under nermal operations, the meohenical input to e eynchronoua

machine (corrected for rotatlonel losaee) equal: the electrical outut
l

(corrected for eletrioal loaaee). Threfore under normal operations

the roter rotates at a conatant speed. Each point on the roter

remaine constant with respect to a aynchronouely rotating asia.

Under disturbeces, however, the power input may be different

the the peer output and according to the law of conaervation of

energy a res lting eccelerating torque will e exerianced by the

roter.

The dlfferentiel equetlon governing the motion of a generator

roter, called the swing equetion, can then be written aa followa:

H_gE§ + Pelectrlcal + Pelectrical + Pmechanical = Pmachanlcal
dc2 output loasee loser input

M_giä ¢ (pmecheicel · Pmcchanical) · (Pelectrical + Pelctrical)
dt: input loaees output loaaea

and ay further be simpllfied to:

¤.«2E,§=>·.dtz
where: 5 : dieplacement angle of the rotor‘with respect to a

reference axia rotating st normal speed.

M * rnertie constant of the machine.

?· = ecelarating or decelarating power.

= difference between mechanical input ad electrical

output after each has been corrected for loeaes.

t = time.
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Th solution of this equation gives Ä es a function of t and

e graph of auch a solution ie known es the swing serve. Since this

equntion involves many variables, en analytical solution will obviously

be unfeaslble. The point•by•point solution is the most fessible ed

wiely used method. This solution in obtained by essuming that the

acceleratianzg power changes in steps with intervaln A I:. Furthermore,

an has been mentioned, other simplifying aseumptions are required.

The cosnnon esnzmptions made in stsbility studies are:

l. Each aynchronous machine is reprnnented by s conetant emf.,

th voltage behind transient reectence ad a content

reactance, the direct axis trasient resctene.

2. The mechanicsl eagle of each machine rotor coincids with

the electrical phase of the voltege ehind trensient reaetace.

3. The input remainn constant during the entire period of e

swing curve.

4. Benning power und subsequent effects are neglected,

(amortisseur effect).

5. The system network impedaces remeins censtnt correnpoding

to the normal operating frequency. Hesistees ers neglected.

Before anelyzing the above mentioed assumptions, it is necessary

to point out that in the fundamental analysis of mchine operatio the

conaideretion of torques rather than powers is essential. In

practical problems however, the ntual devietion from nynehronous speed

is quite small, even during transiet disturhences involving large



angels: cteplacementa. Thsrefore, power: instead of tcrques may be

used with but tnsignificant error in most cases. Therefore, the

analysis of trauten: etebtlity will be prlmertly in terms of power.

Thu vector dtagrsm of nonssltent~pole ae well es of selten:-

pole machlne to shown in figure: 12 e and b. 8)

The electrical power output of each mchtne during trauten:

condtttons es can directly be evslueted from the vector diagrema are

es follows:

· se1ien:·pole machine:

. ¤$¤t ¤ä <>¤é — >< >
P.--·•·-·-g-··-8it\<% +—•--—•-T-·--·g···8il’l% 1)

xu zxdxq

EP P .95.*2 sn; 8 2;xa
P : EÄEÜ sin ÖL

· nonsalten:·po1e machine:

! 2 4
=

EPE E (X - Kg)P —-P-Täsinö +—·$—-——-'·§‘-·—··-·-- unzä 4)
Xd Zxalle

; E 2P ——’=-„f-
an Si 6)xa

Equstton one und four are usually evotded tn conventtonsl

c¤pu:s:tone„ since they tnvolve second hermotcs. Because ot its
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Fig. 12a. Vectcr diagram of salient-pole nachine.
Resistance neglected ; subtransient quantities
are not shown.
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Fig. 12b. Vector diagram of non—salient-pole
machine. Resistance neglected ; subtransient
quantities are not shown.
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simplicity equation three and four, which are similar to each other,

are usually applied to determine the output power. Equation two is

sometimes also used when the effect of saliency is to b considered.

As a rule the power output will be adjusted for each step in the point•

by—point calculatlons by which traasieat stability ie datarmlned.

Since the flut linhagea with an inductive circuit cannot change

suddenly, the voltage EQ must have the same value directly after a

disturbance tahes place as it had before. It is then obvlous that the

assumption that the voltage behind trasient reactance Ei remaina

constat is incorrect. This will be clearly understood by careful

study of the vector dlagrm. An investigation of equatione three ad

four indicates that the agle involved in these does not represent

the actual position of the field structure. The angle with respect to

the field structure will always be larger than that used in computationa.

Hwever, it is ohvious that lf atebility is lndicated in term of the

letter, that ie, if the eagle <Si will finally approach the steady

state, the agle (S must do the same thing. A typical power eagle

curve for constat Hg versus Ö and aothsr for constaat Ei versus Ä;

of a synchronous machine connected to an infinite bus through an

external reactance, is shown in fig. 13. From this figure lt ca be

concluded, that as far es stability is concerned the assumtion that

the voltage behind traaient reectaace remains constant end that the

mechanical angle of a schine roter coincldas with the electrical

phase of this voltage will give results with sufficient reliability.
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Since both conventlonal and analyse: method of atebility evaluation

are usually based on this aesumption it is readily understood that it

will always present a certain safety factor to the final result.

The assumptlon that the input power remains conetant is derived

from the fact that during the first instance after the occurance of

a fehlt, the governor of the prima meyer would hardly make any

adjustment. The governor will not act until the speed change enceeds

a certain aount. However, in the consideratio of aubeequent swinga,

the effect of governors to essiat in reducing sustained oacillstions

may be importat. Thun, the excluslon of governor regulation during

stability evaluations„ introcucss another safety margin to the end

result.

The analytical approach of camping end its suheequent effect o

stability ie not simple. 1) Therefore, no attempt will be made to

analyze it in detail, since it is beyond the scope of this analysis.

Almost all synchronous motore, synchronoue condeneers and

eynchronoue converters and many ealient·pole generator: are equipped

with camper or emortiseeur windinga. There are eeverel reaaos for

providing a synchronous machine with camper windinge, some of which

are directly related to atability. These are camping oacillationa

during transient disturbances auch as fault, eudden change of load and

switching, and providing a brahing torque on a generator during

unsymmetrical faults.
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The existenoe of damping poor means a reduction in the net

mechanical power input, therefore, reducing the accelerating pnwer P;.

Evidantly, during transiot disturbsnees the damper windings have the

tendence to keep the machine in syuchronism. In meet ceees high

resistance amortieseur windings have prove heneticial for stability.

It is clear now, that hy negleoting th daping peer and its

subsaquont effect another safety factor ie introduced. The

simpllfied eomputation either by conventional methods or analyse:

aid can be cerried on satiafactorily.

The prasence of resistanee in the actual network provides aothar

form of brahlng power. Additional loesas which are dissipated ln the

resistsnces has to he supplied from the mechaical power input. This

will he clear if we look back to equation ne, Chapter Il, C section,

which is the equation of the generator output in a two-machine

system. Te secaniterm on the right hand side ls the elettrical power

output, whereae the first term on the right had side of the equation

is the power dlssipation which has to be supplied by the ganeretor„

The total power output is therefore larger than in the case where

reeietance is naglected. This additional power output results in a

decreaae in the eccelerating power and hence tenda to restore atability.

For the motor on the other had, inclusion of resietance mean that

during dieturbantes the electrical input dareaeea hate a sacrifice in

stability. For the generator, neglocting the effect of resistance

provides a safety margin to the end result, wherees for the motor the
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opposite is true. For the letter the total safety margin, howver,

remeina large, heute soes not appraclsbly effect staoility evaluatios.

From te processing eiscusaio it is osvious that the simplifieä

aasumptioa es a wuole introduce a eine range of safety factors. The

only assumption which cannot completely be simulatea on the network

analyzer LB tue exclusion of resistance. Since no mtter how small,

resistance is always present in a reactor, stsbxlity eveluatrous on

the network analyzer are therefore much in accordance with th actual

system condition. This also means, if the conventioally calculatee

result is not in sccoroance with the analyzer evaluated result, that

it is not necessary to conclude that the letter is wrog. Since safety

margin ls large, a certain amount of resistence which will be inclueed

during network analyser avaluations of stability is tolerable, merely

reuucing the safety factor.

we ca then finally conclude that in general the etability

evaloations using the analyzer under investigation will yield

aatiafactory results, and because of inclusion of some resistance,

offers greater accuray.
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V. COCLBSIUN

The phase eagle dlals of the Minlaturlsod Network Analyzer have

been callbrated hy teams of the power transfer method. The lnvestlgatlo

shows_ that based o the calibrated phase angle dials, the analyse:

can ce used for power system stablllty evaluations with fairly accdrate

results. Conventloal stabillty evalustlons are usually made through

slmpllfylng aasuptions and the exclusion of may effects beneflclal

to stabllity. teseltlng in a wide range of aafety factors. when the

network analyaer method ls fo1lowed„ ors of these effects which is

caused hy the presents of com rsslstance ln the analyse: networh can~

not he disregardsd. The presents of some reslstance tends to offer

the analyser calcelated result greater aceuracy. ßurlng stabillty

evaluation it may he advisable to introduce s correctioe in phase eagle

readlngs on changing from one qusdrant to another. This la due to

the fact that the phase shift lutroiuced hy each step of the quadrant

selector ls not exactly equal to 90 degrees.

From the experimonts it can he concluded that es long as careful

readlng of the phase eagle dials is ohzerved, ln general, stablllty

evsllstlsne on the lusestlgated netsorh aaslyssr wlll yisld satisfactory

results.
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ABSTRAGT

One of the most importat probleme involved in power system

operatios is stebility eveluatlons to determine whether or not a

system will remain in eynchronism during trensient disturbsnces.

The mathemstical expressions from which stability is determinsd are

relatively simple in themselves; however, the direct soletio of te

simnlteneous eqestions involved cannot easily be accomplished by

conventionel methods. Present day techiques, using network analyzers,

cut the amount of work ad time conaiderably. For handling problems

which ers too complicsted for conventionsl computstin but too small

to justify time on the large network analyser, miniaturiaed network

snalysers are available. One of auch nelysere is the G.E.

Mlniaturised A.C. Network Anslyser_ which is the object of this

investigatio.

The investigation shows that it is possible to cslibrste the

phase angle diels and nee them in conjunction with stability evalustions.

The results so ohtained are feirly acurste ad where necessary,

correctiona can be employee.


